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Defending 
Government 
Against  
Ransomware 
Attacks

Modernizing malware security  
with cloud sandboxing



In December 2016, a ransomware attack hit the police department in Cockrell Hill, Texas, infecting a server  
holding digital evidence dating back to 2009.1 City leaders declined to pay the $4,000 ransom the hackers  
demanded to unlock encrypted data on the machine. Instead, the department wiped the server clean, losing 
eight years’ worth of body camera video, photos, in-car video, and surveillance video.

Similar ransomware attacks — where hackers use malware (malicious software) to encrypt an organization’s  
computer files and then demand money to unlock the infected data — are striking government entities  
across the nation.

In February 2016, a ransomware attack infected 25 servers in a New Jersey school district, forcing the district  
to pay hackers $8,500 to restore its data.2 Another attack hit a server at the St. Louis Public Library, impacting  
700 computers and disrupting operations.3 Fortunately, the library had backed up all its files, saving it from  
paying a $35,000 ransom. 

Ransomware and other data security threats are a serious concern for any organization. But the stakes are  
higher and the risks are greater for government agencies because they tend to store far more data than the  
private sector and much of it is extremely sensitive. 

Agencies collect data on everything from income and investments to health conditions and criminal  
convictions. Citizens — who have no choice in giving their most private information to federal, state, and  
local agencies — understandably demand stronger information security from government. They also expect  
accountability from public officials when a data breach occurs. Therefore, high-profile cybercrime incidents  
can be career killers for CIOs and others who are responsible for protecting sensitive information.

All of this means that public agencies must modernize their malware security solutions to cope with the  
growing ransomware threat. This paper will detail the current challenges confronting public sector agencies,  
and it will show how a transformational security technology called the cloud sandbox can protect their data  
from this 21st-century form of extortion.

A cloud-based solution arms government to  
block fast-moving threats, close security gaps and  
eliminate blind spots

A Dynamic Response
Sandboxing isn’t a new concept. It involves testing potential malware in an isolated environment where it can’t 
impact production systems. This makes sandboxing a much more effective defense against fast-moving cyber 
attacks than traditional signature-based antivirus programs.

Signature-based solutions rely on known markers associated with viruses and malware to spot attacks. It’s  
akin to matching a fingerprint or DNA sample to a criminal. But new attacks slip by signature-based technology 
because the software simply can’t find a match. Furthermore, hackers know how these programs work and  
have become more adept at escaping them. For instance, simply re-encoding a binary file is often sufficient  
to bypass a signature that was previously known. 
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Building a Better Sandbox

Sandboxing overcomes these challenges by dynamically ana-
lyzing suspected malware in a safe environment. Rather than 
looking for known content within a given sample, it monitors the 
behavior of the sample when executed. This approach enables 
sandboxing to address new attack vectors — even true “zero-day” 
threats (software vulnerabilities unknown to a vendor that 
hackers use to get into the system) — because it focuses on the 
outcome of the attack and observes malicious behaviors, which 
cannot be altered since they represent the goal of the attack.

But even traditional sandboxes struggle to keep up with a mobile 
and cloud-based world. Until now, sandbox solutions have been 
physical appliances, which are expensive and cumbersome to 
implement in this new environment. Like most organizations, 
government agencies employ remote staff and run field offices. 
But sandbox appliances must either be deployed centrally, forcing 
agencies to implement costly backhaul network links to route all 
traffic to the headquarters, or invest even more money to place 
appliances at every remote office.  

Cloud sandboxing solves these challenges by implementing a new 
model for security – one that shifts access from a network-centric 
model to a policy-based approach. These solutions use a global 
cloud security platform to provide policy-driven access to the 
internet and applications, delivering the highest level of security 
without the cost and complexity of hardware appliances. 

With cloud sandboxing, there is no hardware or software to 
purchase and manage: Just point your internet-bound traffic to 
the closest data center and it instantly begins enforcing policies, 
stopping threats, and sandboxing unknown malicious files. A best-
in-class sandboxing solution inspects all web content, including 
SSL, for all users — headquarters, branch and mobile — with only 
a microsecond delay. In addition, the cloud model enables threat 
intelligence to be shared globally within seconds, immediately 
protecting all users once a zero-day threat is identified.

Cloud sandboxing is particularly effective at inspecting Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)-encrypted network traffic, where 
a growing number of today’s threats hide. Due to limits on processing power, SSL traffic often is ignored by sandbox 
appliances, opening a gaping security vulnerability. According to Mozilla, as of May 2017, almost 60% of all traffic 
seen is now using SSL encryption, which gives malware plenty of places to hide.4
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Why Cloud  
Sandboxing Is Better
As hackers get more sophisticated, malware and 
ransomware attacks become harder to detect  
and stop. Cloud sandboxing addresses the  
elevated threat with the following capabilities:

REACH ALL LOCATIONS: For any security  
control to be effective, it must have visibility  
into all your traffic, preferably inline. But to find  
the balance between cost and performance,  
organizations almost always put their sandbox  
appliances in tap mode, intentionally letting 
potential malware get through with the goal of 
cleaning up the mess later. This approach can 
open huge security gaps, leaving networks open 
to potential compromising. The right security 
solution closes these gaps by making the entire 
internet security stack universally accessible.

SEE INSIDE THE SSL BLIND SPOT: SSL  
is meant to be secure, not easily intercepted  
or inspected. However, inspecting all traffic,  
including SSL traffic, is critical. Cloud sandboxing 
does this at scale without any impact on the  
user experience.

REACT TO ZERO-DAY THREATS: Cloud  
sandboxing enables agencies to react quickly  
to emerging attacks. Threat intelligence is  
propagated globally within seconds, immediately 
protecting all users once a zero-day threat is  
identified. Cloud Sandboxing allows lets  
organizations easily scale protection against 
zero-day threats across all offices and all users 
with ease.

Eliminating Blind Spots
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Cloud sandboxing uses the nearly unlimited processing power of 
the cloud to efficiently inspect SSL traffic, without impacting end 
users. It does the same for traffic from content delivery networks, 
which are another growing threat vector. These networks serve 
web content to end users, and they currently account for more 
than 40 percent of web traffic — with Akamai alone responsible 
for 30 percent of this figure.5 

Where appliance technologies struggle to secure off-corporate 
networks and lack the full capability to deal with more complex 
and sophisticated forms of malware, cloud sandboxing delivers 
full protection to users regardless of their location. These capa-
bilities are vital for protecting sensitive citizen information as 
malware attacks become more sophisticated and dangerous. For 
instance, a seemingly harmless PDF file can contain the code to 
run scripts that download additional dropper malware, which is 
then exfiltrates your files to a command and control server.  Both 
the dropper malware and exfiltrated file can be hidden in SSL, 
thereby preventing any detection unless you also scan SSL traffic. 
This enables hackers to remain hidden within your network for 
weeks or months before detection.   Restoring SSL visibility with a 
cloud sandbox that scales across all your users – on or off network 
– can provide much needed behavior analysis of downloaded 
office documents, pdfs,  or malware hiding in encrypted traffic. 

Unfortunately, public sector systems may be particularly  
vulnerable to devastating malware attacks. A 2015 study  
conducted by a leading cybersecurity threat management firm 
reported that state and local government networks are twice  
as likely as their commercial counterparts to be infected with 
either ransomware or malware. The firm found that 67 percent  
of government networks and 72 percent of education networks 
generated malware or ransomware alerts compared to just  
39 percent of commercial networks.6 Ransomware attacks also 
target federal agencies.

Hackers target the public sector because many agencies and 
public institutions rely on legacy systems that haven’t been  
updated to meet today’s cybersecurity threats. Tight budgets  
and lack of resources can prevent government entities from 
modernizing security technology and seeking help from 
third-party experts to secure their data. At the same time,  
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Call-to-Action Checklist:  
Reducing Your Risk of  
Ransomware Attacks
 Back Up Your Data: This is the first and most  
important thing governments should do. In many 
recent cases of ransomware attacks, including the 
attack on the St. Louis Public Library, the victims 
refused to pay because they had backed up all  
their files and could therefore restore their systems. 

 Educate Employees: Many ransomware 
attacks occur when an employee opens a suspicious 
file or accesses an internal network from a non- 
secure location. Governments need to implement 
employee training programs that educate them 
about cybersecurity, the social engineering tactics 
hackers use, and ways to spot a suspicious file or 
attempted malware attack. 

 Modernize Your IT Infrastructure:  
Legacy systems are ill-equipped to deal with today’s  
cybersecurity challenges, so agencies must invest    
in their IT infrastructure. This should be a multi- 
faceted effort that involves training for current IT staff; 
patching operating systems, firmware and software 
on devices; implementing stronger spam filters  
and authentication tools for inbound emails;  
recruiting more skilled talent; and leveraging third- 
party vendors to help your organization identify 
security holes and develop innovative, long-term 
strategies to resolve these issues.

 Pay Close Attention to CDNs: Nearly all 
security appliances assign a higher degree of trust to 
Google and Akamai, as doing so protects their per-
formance.12 Unfortunately, this implicit trust means 
content coming from these networks receives little or 
no inspection. Before hiring a cloud sandbox vendor, 
make sure its service vets and inspects CDNs and it 
has tools in place to test security holes in your system 
as it relates to these networks.

 Rely on a 360-Approach: Seek a cloud 
sandboxing solution that inspects all your network’s  
traffic — not just a fraction of it. Inspect encrypted 
traffic and set a goal to scan outbound SSL traffic, 
looking for malware and data leakage. This is the  
only way to reduce your risk of a malware attack or  
to isolate it before it infects all your data.

Understanding the 
Ransomware Risk
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agencies are implementing more devices and technology platforms — from smartphones to mobile apps and  
tablets — giving hackers more points of entry into public sector networks. 

Research highlights the depth of public sector modernization challenges and the vulnerabilities they create.  
One big problem is that many public agencies spend the bulk of their IT budgets on keeping old systems running, 
leaving relatively few dollars to invest in modernization. A study released last year showed some federal agencies 
spent up to 96 percent of their IT budget on legacy system management.7 Other experts estimate that 80 percent  
of the federal government’s $80 billion IT budget goes toward maintaining legacy systems, while only 20 percent  
is spent on modernization and new system development.8 

It isn’t any better at other levels of government. One 2015 survey of government IT leaders found that 79 percent  
of software in local, state and federal government runs on in-house servers. At the county level, 50 percent still  
rely on legacy systems and networks.9 Many government leaders surveyed said they wanted to invest in cloud 
technology and system modernization, but 55 percent acknowledged that budgetary constraints hampered these 
efforts. Other research supports this. A National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) and Infosys 
Public Services report indicated that 45 percent of state CIOs spent 80 cents of every budget dollar on maintaining 
legacy systems.10

Cloud-based security can help enable transformation across these areas – both by protecting data as agencies 
move toward mobile and cloud-based environments, and doing so without the cost and complexity of hardware- 
based security solutions.

To be effective, organizations must be able to analyze traffic regardless of employees’ locations, the devices they 
use or the protocols in place to access information. And all of this needs to be done without impacting performance 
for end users, which is where most appliance-based solutions fail. Hardware vendors will argue that more and larg-
er boxes are required to handle the load, but this is a false equivalency since it does very little to enhance security. 
Today’s security solutions need to leverage the power and scale of the cloud to provide policy-driven access to 
systems and applications wherever they are.

The world is changing and your IT security must change with it.

Most hackers are now sandbox-aware and are adept at creating their own countermeasures to launch a  
ransomware attack. According to federal authorities, ransomware victims paid more than $24 million to  
cybercriminals in 2015. The Department of Justice also said the Internet Crime Complaint Center, a partnership 
between the FBI and the National White Collar Crime Center, had received almost 7,700 public complaints about 
ransomware since 2005, equal to $57.6 million in damages.11 It’s likely this figure has increased in the last two  
years, making prevention even more critical for public sector organizations.

To address the threat, government agencies need security solutions that don’t rely on signature-based anti- 
malware approaches or that only inspect a portion of their network traffic. Cloud sandboxing addresses fast- 
evolving malware threats, closes security gaps and eliminates blind spots. If your malware security doesn’t work  
for off-network traffic, it’s providing incomplete protection. In addition, if the solution ruins the user experience  
or its cost exceeds its benefits, then it’s poorly designed. 

Public sector CIOs who want to combat malware attacks need sandboxing technologies that align with today’s  
cybersecurity challenges. Effective sandboxing solutions do their job regardless of the location or network the 

Conclusion
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Learn about the Zscaler Cloud Sandbox
Zscaler Cloud Sandbox uses advanced behavioral analysis techniques to find and block zero-day  
threats. Delivered as a service from the world’s largest security cloud, Zscaler Cloud Sandbox provides  
a higher level of threat protection than any other solution.  It protects all users, regardless of their  
locations. Remote office workers and mobile users get the same level of protection as users at  
headquarters, without costly MPLS links or cumbersome VPN connections.  To learn more about  
Zscaler cloud-enabled security solutions, go to www.zscaler.com.  

Contact us:
Zscaler, Inc. 110 Rose Orchard Way San Jose, CA 95134, USA   |  +1 408.533.0288  |  +1 866.902.7811   
www.zscaler.com  |  e-mail:  publicsector@zscaler.com

Follow us:  facebook.com/zscaler  |  linkedin.com/company/zscaler  |  twitter.com/zscaler 
youtube.com/zscaler   |  blog.zscaler.com 
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target is on — before malware infects computing devices. And if the malware does somehow evade the detection 
engine, a modern sandbox solution should quickly detect and remediate that session before so much as a single 
packet makes it out. 

In today’s complex cybersecurity world, it’s critical to move in this direction now. The long-term security of your 
data depends on it.




